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Our vision

 
 

Criteria for partnership:

 
 

 

Gifts for Good envisions a world where every gift gives back and we seek to create long-term meaningful partnerships
with our Cause Partners to support a better world. We are interested in working with organizations who are deeply
committed to a particular area of impact. We have six main cause categories: children in need, environment, economic
development, women at risk, health, and animal welfare. 

As a company focused on premium, quality gifts, we are looking for organizations with exceptional products, packaging,
and a commitment to sustainability and environmental stewardship. As a gifting company we stand behind the products
we sell and therefore quality is a main area of importance in establishing a partnership.

Our goal is to be both a good partner, and to be a partner creating enough orders to be considered meaningful to the
bottom line. We like depth over breadth. Therefore, if an organization submits an application with similar products that
we already carry, unless we expect significant new demand or there is a cause differentiation, we prefer to strengthen
our pre-existing Cause Partner relationship rather than to divert sales to a new Cause Partner. We believe that deeper
partnerships create more meaningful impact. We also ask for continual feedback, because, after all, it’s a partnership. So
we look for partners to provide open and honest feedback, and to share how we can make improvements. We ask
organizations to complete a survey once per year to ensure our continuous improvement.

 

Meaningful Partnerships: 

Output Measurements: 

We know measuring impact is hard. Our philosophy is to measure what we can measure. We currently require output
measurements as they are more easily measurable and always roll up into impact. Our goal is that overtime, sales will
generate enough outputs to create real impact. Since we work with a variety of organizations with different models, we
look to our partners to tell us what they measure, rather than prescribe specific things that should be measured.
However, the ability to measure something is an important criteria to us and our model of transparency and reporting,
and is a requirement for partnership. 

Environmental Practices: 

We believe in being a good steward of the earth and are concerned about reducing our carbon footprint and using
materials that can be recycled. We also know that sourcing these items can sometimes be a challenge. We prioritize
organizations that have made strides to avoid using plastics in their packaging, and have a commitment towards
environmental stewardship.

Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion: 

We look for organizations that embrace diversity and inclusion and have commitments in these areas. Diversity is broad
and considers gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, disabilities, immigration background, and/or low-income status.
We know building diversity takes time and intentionality, and look to work with organizations that share these values.



 

Dropship and Customization Capabilities: 

Gifts for Good looks for Cause Partners that have the reputation and capacity to handle both single drop-ship orders, as
well as large-volume orders. We prioritize organizations that have the ability to customize their products (a common
request), can ship bulk orders to multiple addresses, use our packing slip, and can insert gift cards.  

Systems integrations: 

We’ve worked hard to build a gifting platform easy for our customers, but also for our Cause Partners. Therefore we are
prioritizing working with organizations on platforms where we have already built system integrations, knowing that the
more we can streamline the process the more we’ll be able to create impact. While we will continue to build out new
integrations, we are currently prioritizing those on the Shopify platform (don’t worry if you aren’t on Shopify and submit
an application, we’ll keep your application on file and as we add new platforms we’ll reach back out).

We have developed a two-stage application process. Stage one captures topline criteria that is essential to a successful
partnership. Organizations that do not meet topline criteria are notified and applications remain on file for future
potential partnerships as operations or priorities change. 

If your organization meets topline criteria you will be sent a notification to complete a second phase of the application.
The second stage requires more detailed information and requires product samples to be sent to our office for review.
Once we receive your application, if there are any questions that need clarification or any incomplete information on
your submission, you will be contacted by our partnership team via email.

Once we have your completed stage two application and product samples, your application will be reviewed by the larger
team to ensure product/market fit and viability of sales. Due to the length of time it can take to create a new partnership,
we work hard to invite organizations we believe our sales team can provide meaningful sales over time.  

Once our team reviews your application and samples, you will be asked to schedule a follow-up phone call where we can
ask additional questions and ultimately decide if we think there is a fit. If we do not believe there is a fit at the current
time we will let you know, but will keep your information on file in case customer demand changes.

Thank you again for your interest in partnering with us to create social impact through gift giving.

If you have any questions about our criteria or process please email: partnerships@giftsforgood.com

 
 

Application process: 

 
 


